The Annie E. Casey Foundation has developed a series of videos to capture tools and techniques for leaders to use in their work for results. Here’s how to find them.


- **The Accountability Pathway:** [http://www.aecf.org/blog/video-learn-how-to-walk-the-accountability-pathway/](http://www.aecf.org/blog/video-learn-how-to-walk-the-accountability-pathway/)


- **The Consultative Stance:** [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjAbcsZOnXk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjAbcsZOnXk)


- **Data Walks:** [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdS7hiPTZP8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdS7hiPTZP8)

- **Ladder of Inference:** [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdS7hiPTZP8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdS7hiPTZP8)

Stay tuned for more videos and tools. Subscribe to the Foundation’s Talent and Leadership newsletter at [http://www.aecf.org/newsletters](http://www.aecf.org/newsletters) so you’ll be among the first to see them!